The fall art season is upon us, when galleries return from their August hibernation, and bring out their best stuff in an attempt to catch the buzz. In September alone, hundreds of shows kick off around the country, and we’ve picked out 60 that we are particularly keen on. They range from the blue chip (Gagosian’s Helen Frankenthaler show, its first with the artist’s foundation) to A-list contemporary (Allora & Calzadilla at Gladstone, Doug Aitken at Regen Projects) to the more intriguing and far-out (the outrageous blown-glass sculptures of the De La Torre brothers at Mindy Solomon in Miami). Below, we offer up a calendar of some of what we’re looking forward to across the land. Enjoy!

**LOS ANGELES**

Mark Handforth, “Rough Dark Diamond” at Kayne Griffin Corcoran, September 20–January 3, 2015